The choice of representation crucially determines the capability of search processes to find complex solutions in which many variables interact. The question is how good representations can be found and how they can be adapted online to account for what can be learned about the structure of the problem from previous samples. We address these questions in a scenario that we term indirect Estimationof-Distribution: We consider a decorrelated search distribution (mutational variability) on a variable length genotype space. A one-to-one encoding onto the phenotype space then needs to induce an adapted phenotypic search distribution incorporating the dependencies between phenotypic variables that have been observed successful previously. Formalizing this in the framework of Estimation-of-Distribution Algorithms, an adapted phenotypic search distribution can be characterized as minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence to a population of previously selected samples (parents). The paper derives a relation between this Kullback-Leibler divergence and the description length of the encoding, stating that compact representations provide a way to minimize the divergence. A proposed class of Compression Evolutionary Algorithms and experiments with an grammar-based compression scheme illustrate the new concept.
Introduction
The complexity of a problem largely depends on the interactions between the variables of a solution. A stochastic search process will perform well on a complex problem only when the search distribution is adapted to these interactions, i.e., when the search distribution obeys these dependencies between variables.
One approach to design a search distribution is to choose a suitable representation. The questions are how to find representations that induce the desired dependencies on the search space, and how they can be adapted online to account for what can be learned about the structure of the problem from previous samples. There have been various approaches to characterize what a good representation is, considering, for example, all possible representations, Gray vs. binary codes, redundant representations, and recursive encodings (Liepins and Vose, 1990; Whitley et al., 1997; Barbulescu et al., 2000; Rothlauf and Goldberg, 2003; Hornby and Pollack, 2001) . Theoretical approaches concerning the adaptation of the search distribution based on the specific current population include, for example, Estimation-Of-Distribution Algorithms (Pelikan et al., 1999) , Walsh analysis (Heckendorn and Wright, 2004) , and Maximal Entropy principles . Also using Minimum Description Length principles for building search distributions has been discussed before (Harik, 1999) .
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Our approach is to consider a specific scenario that we term indirect Estimationof-Distribution: We assume that the search distribution on a variable length coding space (genotype space) is decorrelated. A one-to-one encoding onto the search space (phenotype space) then needs to induce a properly structured phenotypic search distribution. The idea of this scenario is that the encoding receives all responsibilities to induce the structural properties of the phenotypic search distribution, leaving a simple problem of unstructured (decorrelated) adaptation on the genotype level.
We formalize the scenario within the framework of Estimation-of-Distribution Algorithms, where an adapted phenotypic search distribution can be characterized as minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence to a population of previously selected samples (parents). Our core result is a relation between the Kullback-Leibler divergence and the description length of the encoding in the specific scenario of indirect Estimation-of-Distribution based on a variable length genotype space. The result states that compact representations provide a way to minimize this divergence-and may thus be seen as transferring similar results on Minimum Description Length in the context of modeling, in particular model selection, (e.g., (Barron et al., 1998; Vitányi and Li, 2000) ) to the specific domain of stochastic search based on adaptive representations.
An intuitive way to grasp these results might be the following: Consider a set of good (selected) samples in phenotype space. In this selected population there will generally exist dependencies between phenotypic variables, measurable as mutual information between them. This is the information that should be extracted and exploited for further search. Assume we can map these samples on variable size strings such that the average string length is minimized. Before the compression there was mutual information between the phenotypic variables. After the compression, there should be no mutual information between the (genetic) symbols that describe the samples because otherwise the mapping would not be a minimum description length compression. Thus, a compression is one way (among others) to map on a representation in which symbols are decoupled (i.e., to map on a factorial representation). A compression can also be considered as an implicit analysis of the dependencies that have been present in the parent population because it is able to dissolve them by introducing new symbols. Eventually, the key idea is that inverting the compression is a mechanism to induce exactly these dependencies. For instance, when there is noise (decorrelated mutational variability) on the genetic symbols, this should translate to a phenotypic variability that obeys these dependencies.
The following two sections will introduce the theoretical framework, including the basics of Estimation-of-Distribution Algorithms and the indirect induction of a search distribution. Section 4 derives the main results on the relation between compact representations and Estimation-of-Distribution. Section 5 aims to illustrate the implications by proposing a class of Compression Evolutionary Algorithms and presenting experiments with a Compression EDA and GA based on a simple grammar-based compression scheme (well comparable to the ideas of Nevill-Manning and Witten (1997) ).
Estimation-Of-Distribution
Let P be the search space. A heuristic search scheme is a stochastic process in the space Λ of distributions over the search space in which a search distribution q ∈ Λ is propagated iteratively. In each iteration, samples from q are drawn, evaluated, and the outcome of evaluation is used to design, according to some heuristic, a new search distribution in the next step.
For instance, in ordinary Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) the search distribution is given by a finite parent population and recombination and mutation operators (leading to a mixture of mutation kernels as search distribution). The search distribution is sampled, leading to the finite offspring population, which is then evaluated, leading to the selection probability distribution over these offspring. The heuristic to generate the new search distribution in sim-ple EAs is to sample the selection probability distribution, leading to a new parent population which in turn induces a new search distribution. We do not need to specify these operators here explicitly. We develop the theory on the abstract level of search distributions.
What is a reasonable heuristic to design a search distribution given the results of evaluation of previous samples? We will follow here the idea of EstimationOf-Distribution Algorithms (Pelikan et al., 1999) which can be described as follows.
We assume that the outcome of evaluation is given as a distribution p over P , which might represent the parent population.
2 Given that the space of feasible search distributions is limited to Q, a simple heuristic to choose the new search distribution is to pick the one that is most similar to p. Similarity can be measured by the Kullback-
between two distributions, which also captures the structural similarity between two distributions in the sense of the similarity of different order dependencies (see (Amari, 2001) , please note the relations between the KLD, log-likelihood, free energy, and mean energy 3 ). Thus, one heuristic to design the new search distribution q reads
We term this specific kind of an EDA KL-search. In general, the crucial parameter of KL-search is the choice of the set Q of feasible search distributions. On the one hand, the choice of Q determines the computational cost of the minimization (1) in every step. On the other hand, it determines the algorithm's capability to express and exploit the structure observable in p.
Some algorithms of the class of EDAs are exact instantiations of KL-search: MIMIC (de Bonet et al., 1997) chooses Q to be the set of Markov chains, PBIL (Baluja, 1994) chooses Q as the set of factorized distributions. Other EDAs differ from KL-search in the choice of the similarity measure (they use alternatives to the KLD, e.g., BOA (Pelikan et al., 2000) takes a Bayesian 2 Generally, in this formalism p is meant to encode any information that we receive from evaluations. Typically, p is non-vanishing only on a finite set of samples (the offspring population) and the values of p might be (in a normalized way) the fitness values of these offspring. Alternatively, p might represent a resampling of such a selection distribution, which corresponds to the parent population.
3 With the definitions of the entropy H(p) = −E p {log p(x)} and the log-likelihood
One could roughly say, "minimizing the KLD means maximizing the log-likelihood and the entropy". Further, when defining an energy functional E(x) = − log q(x), the mean energy E = E p {E(x)} = −L(q) is the negative log-likelihood while the free energy
Dirichlet Metric). But all of them can distinctly be characterized by their choice of Q, which may also be the set of dependency trees (COMIT, Baluja and Davies, 1997) , Bayesian networks (BOA, Pelikan et al., 2000) , or Bayesian networks with local structures (hBOA, Pelikan and Goldberg, 2003) .
Despite its conceptual simplicity, the minimization required in each iteration of KL-search can be computationally very expensive, depending on the complexity of the distributions in Q. When only simple distributions, like factorized distributions (PBIL) or Markov chains (MIMIC) are allowed, the minimization can be calculated directly. For more complex distributions (like Bayesian networks, BOA), the minimization itself requires an iterative procedure.
Finally note that distributions in Q should typically be constrained to have a minimum entropy. In that way, a repeated cycle of entropy decrease (in the course of evaluation) and entropy increase (when picking a new search distribution) ensures exploration and prevents the algorithms from early convergence.
Indirect induction of search distributions
In this paper we are interested in indirect codings of search points. In the heuristic search framework, this means that a distributionq ∈Λ over a coding space G, the genotype space, is maintained. The search distribution q over the actual search space P (phenotype space) is then given indirectly via a coding φ : G → P ,
We also use the short notation q =q •φ −1 for this projection ofq under φ. The set [x] φ of all genotypes mapping to the same phenotype x is an equivalence class under φ, also called neutral set of x.
Three additional constraints define the "indirect encoding case" considered in this paper: First, we impose that φ : G → P shall be bijective (one-to-one). We denote the space of all bijective codings G → P by Φ. The discussion in section 6 will establish a relation to non-bijective codings.
Second, G is the space of variable length strings over some finite alphabet A,
It is technically unclear how to define a marginal over the ith symbol (or mu-tual information between symbols) directly for a variable length distributioñ q ∈Λ. Thus we will consider the decompositioñ
Here,q(l) is a distribution over the genotype length l ∈ N, andq(g|l) the conditional distribution over a fixed length alphabet A l . We use the short notationq l ≡q(·|l) for this length-conditioned distribution. The marginalq l i over the ith symbol (i ≤ l) and the mutual information I(q l ) = i H(q l i ) − H(q l ) can then be defined as usual in terms of the marginal entropies and total entropy. As the third constraint we limit the space of possible search distributions in a certain way: We impose that the length-conditioned distributionsq l on the genotype space have to factorize, i.e.,
or, equivalently, that the mutual information I(q l ) vanishes. We denote the set of feasible genotype distributions bỹ
The space Q ⊆ Λ of feasible search distribution over P then is
Table 1 recollects the basic notation we have introduced. In summary, indirect induction of the search distribution means that, in order to design a search distribution q ∈ Λ we have to pick a bijective coding φ ∈ Φ and a decorrelated distributionq ∈Q on the genotype space. In other terms, every feasible search distribution q corresponds to a pair (φ,q).
Indirect Estimation-Of-Distribution via compression
KL-search proposes how to pick a new search distribution out of Q incorporating the knowledge on the evaluation of previous samples. In the previous section we specified a Q that defines the indirect coding case, where a choice Table 1 Basic notations.
., g l ) a sample (a string in the case of G) ΛΛ space of distributions QQ space of feasible search distributions
of q means to pick a bijective coding φ and a factorized distributionq on G.
Combining this, KL-search amounts to a heuristic to pick a coding φ (and ã q) such that knowledge on previous evaluations is incorporated. In this section we will derive results on how this heuristic to pick a coding reads more explicitly. We first discuss the simpler fixed length case before addressing the general one:
Fixed length case.
Assume that G contains only strings of fixed length l, G = A l . Then the marginalsq i are straight-forward to define and I(q) = i H(q i ) − H(q) = 0 constrainsq to vanishing dependencies between genes.
Given definition (7) of Q for the case of indirect codings, we have
Here we definedp as the back-projection of p onto the coding space G,p = p•φ. The last step uses that φ is bijective such that there exists exactly one g ∈ [x] φ . Next we expand equation (8) into two terms and use thatq has to factorize (5),
Here we definedp (1) (g) = ipi (g i ) as the "factorized reduction" ofp (see also (Amari, 2001 ) on how to generally define the kth order reductionp (k) ofp containing all and only the dependencies of order ≤ k).
This result states that, in order to follow the KL-search scheme (1) in the indirect coding case, one should find a coding φ and a search distributionq such that
Here, I would like to distinguish two cases. In the first case we assume thatQ comprises all factorized distributions without a bound on the entropy (equality in equation (6)). In this case, no matter which φ is chosen, one can always minimize D(p (1) :q) to zero by pickingq =p (1) . Since I(p) is independent of q, the minimization (1) can be realized by first optimizing φ and then picking q:
We call this procedure (first optimizing φ, then pickingq) the two step procedure. Note thatp (1) in the last equation depends on the φ chosen before.
However, in a realistic algorithm,Q should not comprise all factorized distributions but obey a lower bound on the entropy of these distributions to ensure exploration. 5 Hence, in the second case, whenQ is only a subset of all factorized distributions, D(p (1) :q) can generally not be minimized to zero and the minimization of (9) can not exactly be decomposed in the two steps of first minimizing I(p) w.r.t. φ, and then, for a fixed φ, minimizing D(p (1) :q) w.r.t.q. The exact minimization of (9) remains a coupled problem of finding a pair (φ,q).
For completeness, let us estimate a bound on the "error" made when still adopting the two step procedure of minimization. Let (φ * ,q * ) be a coding and genotype distribution that indeed minimize (9); and let (φ ,q ) be the result of the two step procedure, i.e., φ minimizes I(p ) andq minimizes D(p (1) :q ) for the given coding φ . Here,p = p • φ andp * = p • φ * . A rough bound for the error made can be estimated as follows, to be explained in detail below,
The first inequality stems from the fact that φ minimizes I(p ) and thus I(p ) ≤ I(p * ). Since both,p (1) andq , are factorized distributions, their KullbackLeibler divergence decomposes into a sum. For each marginal, when there is a lower bound on the entropy ofq i , the divergence D(p i :q i ) is particularly large whenp i has very low entropy. In the worst case,p i has zero entropy, i.e., is non-zero only for a single symbol a i ∈ A. In that case D(p i :q i ) = − logq i (a i ). In order to minimize D(p i :q i ),q i is chosen to have the form of the typical symbol mutation distribution with mutation rate α, whereq i (a i ) = 1−α and
. Given the lower bound on the entropy, the minimal mutation rate α can be chosen to ensure H(q i ) = and D(p i :q i ) = − log(1 − α) ≤ . Thus, in the worst case, the "error" made when using the two step procedure instead of the exact minimization of (9) is at most l .
Variable length case.
Let us repeat the above derivations in the general case when G = ∞ l=1 A l comprises strings of any length over the alphabet A. The constraint of vanishing mutual information inq now refers to the length-conditioned distributionsq l , i.e., we impose I(q l ) = 0 whileq(l) is unconstrained. (Recallq(g) =q l (g)q(l) where l = length(g).) Equation (8) now leads to
where we introduced E l {·} as the expectation w.r.t.p(l) (which depends on φ). The entropy of p can be written as
Combining equations (12) and (13) we find
Lemma 1 In the indirect encoding case, for any p ∈ Λ, any bijective encoding φ : G → P , and any factorized distributionq ∈Q, we have
The second RHS term in equation (15) is a comparison of only the marginals ofp l andq l , the third term is a comparison of the length distributions, the fourth term is the entropy of the genotype length, which depends on φ, and the last term depends only on p, not on φ orq. The first term in equation (15) is of particular interest here. The following bounds show how it relates to the description length. Note that log |A| is the maximal entropy of a marginal:
where we introduce L p = E l {l} as the expected description length of samples of p in the encoding φ. On the other hand, from (13), we get
Note that for an optimally compact coding L p log |A| = H(p) − H(p(l)), 6 and both bounds are tight.
We collect these findings in Lemma 2 In the indirect encoding case, the expected description length L p of samples from p (parents) gives an upper bound on D(p : q),
For an optimally compact encoding φ, these bounds are tight, i.e., we have
and D(p : q) can easily be minimized by adapting the genotype marginalsq l i to estimatep l i and setting the length distributionq(l) equal top(l).
6 Here is a slight difference to the usually considered case of channel capacity: In our case, the length of a genome itself can carry information (even for A = {0}) of the amount H(p(l)) such that the symbols only need to encode H(p) − H(p(l)) entropy. In the channel capacity case, where a continuous stream of symbols is transmitted, the tight bound is L p log |A| = H(p), as for the Shannon-Fano code.
Let us briefly summarize and discuss these results by emphasizing certain aspects:
1. Compression is doing "more than we need": Reconsider the exact expressions (14) and (15) of lemma 1. We related the term E l i H(p l i ) to the description L p via the bound (16) and showed that this bound is exact for an optimal compression. One should note though that compression is not the only way to minimize the term E l i H(p l i ) ; it can equally be minimized by reducing the marginal entropies H(p l i ), which means not to exploit the expressional power of the alphabet. This can better be understood going back to expression (14) involving the mutual information: Ultimately, what matters is to reduce E l I(p l ) , i.e. finding a factorial code, which can also be done perfectly with very low marginal entropies, not exploiting the alphabet. By relating it to the description length we showed that a compression is reducing E l I(p l ) while additionally trying to exploit the alphabet optimally. Thus, compression is doing "more than we need" from the strict point of view of minimizing D(p : q). Clearly, this also means that an optimally compact coding is not the only solution to minimize D(p : q) via indirect induction-but it is one.
2. If there are no further constraints onq (e.g., no entropy bound) thenq l andq(l) can always be set equal top
. In this case, we have
and the problem reduces to finding an encoding that extinguishes the mutual information E l I(p l ) or, as discussed, an optimal compression.
3. The two step procedure: IfQ is additionally constrained by a bound on the entropy, minimizing D(p : q) remains a coupled problem (eq. (14)) of reducing E l I(p l ) by a proper choice of φ and reducing
) by a proper choice ofq, which though depends on φ. We discussed this coupled problem already in the fixed length case. The two step procedure of first finding a compact coding φ of p and then adapting the marginals ofq to those of p • φ is an approximate method for this minimization. In the worst case one may miss a reduction of D(p : q) by an amount ≤ L p , when is the lower bound on the entropy in each marginalq l i . Note that a compact coding minimizes this worst case error.
Compression EAs

General Approach
A general approach to design a new Evolutionary Algorithm, exploiting the results on compact representations, is to combine any compression technique with any standard EA. Such a Compression EA reads
(1) Initialize a finite population q = {x 1 , .., x λ } ⊂ P .
(2) Evaluate q and select a subpopulation p = {x 1 , ..,
(4) On the compressed representation, apply standard heuristic operators (e.g., mixing or EDA-operators) to generate λ offspring from µ parents. (5) Map the λ offspring from G back to P using φ, yielding the new search samples q. (6) Repeat from step 2.
The operators in step 4 may be any standard operators used in Evolutionary Algorithms. They have to be memory-less though, since the encoding will change in each iteration step and thus integrating knowledge from previous time steps may become futile.
One should emphasize that the crucial ingredient in a Compression EDA is the choice of the compression technique in step (3). This choice decisively determines the limitedness of the algorithm, i.e., kinds of problems it is able to solve. This is in strong analogy to the choice of the class of probabilistic models used in a traditional EDA. For instance, a simple model class like factorized distributions (PBIL) cannot express dependencies between solution variables and thus fails on problems with complex linkage, whereas more general classes of probabilistic models (e.g., Bayesian Networks, BOA) have a much wider range of problems they can be applied on. The same is true for different choices of compression techniques, although future research needs to clarify more specifically which kinds of compression techniques can express which kinds of dependency structures in problems.
In the remainder of this section, we present two Compression EAs. Both of these algorithms will use the same grammar-based compression technique, which clearly has limits w.r.t. the dependency structures it can capture. Thus, the presented algorithms should be understood as examples of Compression EAs. More specifically, the compression technique is limited in that it only detects dependencies between contiguous symbols and contiguous substrings of a string. This hierarchical notion of contiguity has its origin in the grammar-based compression and allows the induced model to capture dependencies that go beyond pairwise dependencies on only primitive symbols (i.e., beyond a simple Markovian model). Still, the technique is not versatile to capture arbitrary dependency structures (see also (Toussaint, 2005) ).
The first of the presented Compression EAs is an EDA that is a direct implementation of the theoretical framework introduced in the previous sections and is strongly related to a variable length version of PBIL (Baluja, 1994) on a compact representation. The second uses ordinary GA operators on the compact code. Before describing the grammar-based compression in section 5.3 we address some heuristics to cope with finite sampling effect. We will test both algorithms on the Hierarchical XOR problem which aims to demonstrate their scalability up to binary strings of length 16 384.
Coping with stochasticity
When following the above sketched algorithm to design a Compression EDA, there are two specific points at which finite sampling and other stochastic effects lead to problems: (1) The optimal compression of a finite population p = {x 1 , .., x µ } is typically "degenerate", by which we mean that it assigns a single symbol in A = {1, .., µ} to each sample. (2) Since the compression and thereby the model building is stochastic (steps 2 and 4 in table 3, see below) some generations might produce rather inferior offspring; a heuristic solution is that the statistics for model building "average" over a number of generations. We address these problems as follows.
Stochastic compression levels to avoid degenerate compression.
Consider a finite number of samples p = {x 1 , .., x µ }. A mapping φ that maps these samples on an alphabet A = {1, .., µ} in the manner x i → i clearly is an optimal compression-with L p = 1. We call this a degenerate compression. On the compressed representation the mutual information obviously vanishes. However, this representation is inapt as a basis for search. If the samples are disjoint, it is impossible to design a search distribution withq(l) =p(l) that has more entropy thanp (which is log µ). The degenerate compression violates possible constraints on the lower bound on entropy ofq.
A heuristic to solve this problem is to choose the level of compression stochastically. Since the L-System compression is an iterative procedure, this can be realized by escaping the compression loop at each iteration with a fixed probability β, see step 2 in table 3.
Averaging statistics to build probabilistic models.
To build probabilistic models reliably in a finite sampling algorithm one needs sufficient statistics. There are two simple alternatives to collect them. First, by choosing the sample size λ large enough so that the parent population in a single generation is large enough to build a model. Second, by averaging statistics in some way over a number of generations. For standard EDAs both approaches are in result approximately equivalent (Harik et al., 1997) and one should tend to favour the simpler first approach.
However, since our compression technique is in itself stochastic (steps 2 and 4 in table 3) we prefer the second approach for the following reason. The offspring generated in a single generation can, due to the stochasticity of the model building, be inferior to previous generations and thus an unfortunate basis for model building, even when the sample size is chosen large enough. Averaging over generations helps to overcome this problem.
Standard averaging approaches in EDAs involve learning rates. For instance, in PBIL (Baluja, 1994) , when at generation t a new population of selected samples p (t) = {x 1 , .., x µ } is available and its marginals are p
l , then the search distribution parameters (its marginals) are updated by q
i . Similarly, the pair-statistics A ij in the COMIT algorithm (Baluja and Davies, 1997) , which are used to build the dependency tree model, are equally averaged by A
ij , where B (t) ij is the pairstatistics of the current selected samples p (t) .
We implement a similar heuristic in our Compression EDA-but a simple "decay" averaging of the distribution parameters is prohibitive because the representation changes in each generation and operators have to be memoryless. A simple solution is to store a larger pool K = {x 1 , .., x κ } of the last κ evaluated samples and use this as a basis to build the probabilistic model. The computational costs in space and time increase only by a constant factor. This is implemented in steps 3 and 4 in table 2, providing a larger selected population p as a basis to build the probabilistic model.
The algorithm given in table 2 describes the full L-System Compression EDA in detail.
Grammar-based compression
A simple technique of compression is to recursively analyze the parents for frequent pairs of neighboring symbols and replace such pairs by new symbols. We take this approach to compute a L-System compression following (1) Initialize a population q = {x 1 , .., x λ } ⊂ P with random length 2 bit strings, and a pool K = ∅ ⊂ P . (2) Evaluate the samples in q. (Nevill-Manning and Witten, 1997) (see also (Lehman and Shelat, 2002) for a brief review of grammar-based compression). An L-System is a sequence Π = π 1 , .., π k of k productions π i . Given the alphabet A, each production π = (l → r 1 ..r m ) consists of a LHS symbol l ∈ A and a sequence r 1 ..r m of RHS symbols. The L-System Π defines a mapping φ from one sequence x to another by applying all productions π i , in the given order, on x. Applying a production l → r 1 ..r m on x means to replace every l that occurs in x by the sequence r 1 ..r m . The mapping φ can be inverted by applying all productions, in reverse order, inversely on a sequence. Inverse application of a production l → r 1 ..r m on x means to replace every subsequence r 1 ..r m that occurs in x by l.
Let A be the non-negative integer numbers, A = N 0 . Starting with a population p = {x 1 , .., x λ } of integer sequences, there is a straight-forward way to construct an L-System that compresses the population by recursively extracting and encapsulating pairs of symbols that occur frequently in the population. Table 3 describes this scheme; the computational complexity of constructing such an L-System is only linear in the string length when using certain efficient data structures (Nevill-Manning and Witten, 1997).
To give an impression on the codings developed by the L-System Compression scheme, table 4 displays an L-System found to compress a population of identical solutions to the 1024-bit HXOR problem (see below). In this case, we did not exit the compression loop at some stochastic level but calculated the full, degenerate compression such that eventually every sample is represented by a Table 3 Algorithm 2 (L-System Compression) input: a set p = {x 1 , .., x λ } of integer sequences output: the L-System Π (i.e., φ) and the compressed set p parameters: the stochastic compression level parameter β [.1]
(1) Initialize the L-System Π = and the new-symbol c = 1 + max{integers in p}.
(2) With a probability β, exit the algorithm. (3) Calculate the frequency of every symbol pair that occurs in p.
(4) For every pair r 1 r 2 of symbols that occurs more often than once, create a new production c → r 1 r 2 , append it at the beginning of Π, and increment the newsymbol c ← c + 1. This is to be done in order, starting with the pair of highest frequency, and random order between pairs of equal frequency. If there are no such pairs, exit the algorithm. (5) Recode the population p ← {φ −1 (x 1 ), .., φ −1 (x µ )} (effectively, only the new productions will result in replacements). (6) Repeat from step 2.
single symbol c. We find that some productions represent the typical modules of HXOR solutions (like E:0110 or J:1001 0110) while others represent parts of these modules. Recall that the order in which productions are added to the L-System is stochastic (cf. step 4 in table 3). Consequently, the coding is not strictly hierarchical as a human might have designed it (or DevRep, see below) and the L-System comprises more pair-productions than minimally necessary to encode the sequence of length 1024 (the minimum would be 19 productions).
The Hierarchical XOR problem.
The fitness function we consider is the Hierarchical XOR (HXOR) function (Watson and Pollack, 1999; de Jong, 2003) . For a string x ∈ {0, 1} n we first define a boolean function h(x) ∈ {0, 1}, determining whether x is "valid" or not: Let
Note that l is an integer cutting the string into a left part L and a right part R at position 2 l . We define Here R is the bit-wise negation of the right part. The last condition L = R means that the bit-wise xor between left and right part must be true for each bit. For instance, the strings for which h(x) = 1 are, up to length 16, 0 , 01 , 0110 , 0110 1001 , 0110 1001 1001 0110 , and their bit-wise negations.
Based on h, we define a fitness function H(x) ∈ N, for n ≥ 2,
and H(x) = 1 if n = 1. To normalize and put a limit on the string length, we define the lth HXOR function H l (x) ∈ [0, 1]: If x is longer than 2 l , let x = x 1:2 l and otherwise x = x. Then,
The normalization is given by the highest possible value 2 l (1 + l) of H(x) for a length 2 l string. There exist two global optima of H l , namely the two "valid" strings of length l for which h(x) = 1.
Results of the L-System Compression EDA
We tested the L-System Compression EDA by running 20 trials on each of the HXOR problems of lengths {2 1 , 2 2 , .., 2 14 = 16 384}. For all problem sizes we chose the same parameter settings of algorithm 1 and 2 as given in the brackets in tables 2 and 3. Clearly, the optimal choice of parameters depends on the problem size; we chose the same parameter settings for all problem sizes only for simplicity. As a cost measure we investigated the number of string evaluations and the number of bit evaluations (assuming the cost of each string evaluation were equal to its length) needed to find a solution, the latter to allow comparison with (de Jong, 2003) .
All runs consistently found a solution. Figure 1 displays the average costs needed together with the standard deviations. Generally, the performance of the algorithm-in terms of the generations needed-is of the same order as the DevRep algorithm presented by de Jong (2003), which is the only previous algorithm we are aware of capable of solving large HXOR problems. (de Jong (2003) reported only one result for the 64-bit and 1024-bit HXOR problem, where about 2.3·10 7 bit evaluations were needed in the single 1024-bit run presented.) The DevRep algorithm is tailored to hierarchical problems, where different hierarchy levels are explicitly distinguished and mutational variations allowed only within a specific hierarchy level. It should be clear that plain variable length GAs fail on (reasonable length) HXOR problem because of the hierarchy of local minima when search is performed on a direct representation (see (de Jong, 2003) for experiments).
Figure 1 also displays polynomials that are fitted to the performance of the LC-EDA in figures based on the means and variations of the performance considering only problems of size 64 or larger. These suggest that the number of evaluations scales with l 0.534±0.010 when l is the size of the problem (in bits) while the number of bit evaluations scales with l 1.564±0.012 .
A L-System Compression GA and results
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are heuristic search schemes, and as such they can be understood by investigating what kind of search distribution they induce depending on previously evaluated samples (the parent population). A traditional GA has independent symbol alterations as a mutation operator, which induces a factorized variability distribution σ for each individual. Considering the whole parent population, a mutation only GA has a mixture q = 1 µ µ i=1 σ i of factorized distributions as search distribution. Crossover is an operator that makes this search distribution "more factorized". Actually, one can understand crossover as a move in distribution space from the parent population to a more factorized version of the parent population without changing the gene marginals. One can show that both, mutation and crossover, can only reduce the total mutual information that was present in the parent population (Toussaint, 2003c) . In any case, although GAs do not induce a perfectly factorized search distribution, its inherent search mechanisms are of a factorial nature. This is also the reason why they have been modeled as factorial search, e.g., by PBIL or gene pool GAs.
We also implemented a L-System Compression GA, which uses a standard crossover and mutation operator to generate offspring on the compact representation in place of building a probabilistic model. The exact algorithm is given in table 5, the results also in figure 1. The mutation operator applies ξ mutations on a sample, where ξ is drawn from a Poisson distribution with mean 1. Possible mutations are (1) replacing, (2) inserting, or (3) deleting a Table 5 Algorithm 3 (L-System Compression GA (LC-GA)) parameters: sample and selection sizes λ [100], µ [30] (1) Initialize a population q = {x 1 , .., x λ } ⊂ P with random length 2 bit strings.
(2) Evaluate the samples in q. random symbol from/in the sample; each of these applies with equal probability. The crossover operator splits the parent population randomly into pairs and for each pair applies uniform crossover to generate two offspring. If one parent is longer than the other, one offspring inherits this extra sequence, the other doesn't.
Discussion
Beyond the introduction of Compression EAs, the main goal of this paper was to provide a theoretical grounding for the use of compact representations for stochastic search. The main results, subsumed in Lemmas 1 and 2, establish the relationship between the Kullback-Leibler divergence and the description length of a variable-length encoding. Namely, minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence between a selected distribution p and a search distribution q can be achieved by finding a representation that minimizes the description length of p-samples. Then a simple factorized search distributionq on the compact representation allows us to modelp. This result is one piece of a boarder perspective on the role of factorial representations for search. Generally, finding a factorial representation for data to a large extent means to understand structural characteristics of the data. Independent Component Analysis (Hyvärinen and Oja, 2000) and other latent variable models that try to construct factorial representations demonstrate the depth of this concept in the general Machine Learning context. In (Toussaint, 2005) , various possibilities to construct factorial representations (in a concrete variable length string context) are discussed. The representations proposed there typically achieve independence between variables by expanding the representation. Finding factorial representations by compression seems a comparably unique approach.
However, the choice of a specific compression technique is crucial for a compression-based search algorithm and decides on whether structural patterns in the data can be detected and exploited for further search. In fact, the problem of compression is strongly related to that of probabilistic modeling; any compression technique first needs to analyze dependencies in the data before it can introduce new symbols for dependent features. Hence it is a matter of the choice of compression technique whether a factorial representation can be found for a specific type of problem and the choice of compression technique is analogous to the choice of class of probabilistic models in traditional EDAs. Standard string compression algorithms, such as Lempel-Ziv compression as well as the L-System compression we investigated here, are limited in that they basically search for contiguous patterns in the original or partly compressed string. This was successful for the HXOR problem since the dependencies can (on various hierarchy levels) be described in terms of contiguous patterns. For many other hard optimization problems (e.g., MAXSAT) the dependencies will typically be between arbitrary variables and hardly detectable for standard string compression techniques. In its generality, we cannot answer the question of what kind of compression techniques are suited for a specific class of problems. More general analysis of dependencies between variables (as sketched in (Toussaint, 2005) ) might lead a way to more general compression approaches for search.
The results presented here also have implications for the understanding of natural evolution. In section 5.6 we briefly explained why standard crossover and mutation operators in GAs are comparable to a factorized search distribution. At least approximately, also in nature variability is generated by independent mutational incidents. So, assuming that nature must rely on roughly factorial search distributions, evolution would certainly profit from finding a factorial representation of solutions (organisms). This discussion might seem rather artificial-how could evolution construct itself factorial representations of the distribution of previously successful solutions? However, accounting for the possibility of neutral evolution (Huynen, 1996) , this becomes very plausible.
Neutrality means that the genotype-phenotype mapping φ : G → P is noninjective (i.e., many-to-one). Many different genetic representations g ∈ [x] φ exist to encode the same phenotype x and neutral mutations can transform one representation g 1 to another representation g 2 of the same phenotype. It was shown that selection also induces an implicit selectional pressure on the choice of representation of a phenotype, which leads to a directed evolution also within the sets [x] φ (neutral evolution or drift). This selectional pressure turns out to be proportional to the (negative) Kullback-Leibler divergence (which is related to the effective fitness (Nordin and Banzhaf, 1995; Stephens and Vargas, 2000) ; see also the discussions in (Toussaint, 2003b) and (Burjorjee and Pollack, 2005) ).
So, the central term that was discussed throughout this paper also determines the evolution of genetic representations in the case of neutrality. When here we proved that minimization of the KLD is related to finding a compact representation, this implies that the implicit selection pressure tends to select compact representations within a neutral set. In fact, in (Toussaint, 2003a) genotypes were considered to be L-Systems and neutral mutations could transform one L-System into an equivalent one (which expresses to the same phenotype). The underlying selectional pressure on the genetic representation indeed lead to compact L-Systems to describe phenotypes. There, it was argued that the origin of compactness is the advantage in mutational robustness when every genetic symbol underlies a constant mutation rate. The results derived here additionally imply that compact representations are structurally more favorable-the phenotypic variability they induce tends to minimize the Kullback-Leibler divergence and follow the Estimation-of-Distribution search heuristic.
